
Exalted 3rd Edition Charm Cascades

Integrity

Stubborn Boar Defense
Core, p. 303

Gain increased Resolve against an issue you‘ve resisted
successfully before.

Integrity-Protecting Prana
Core, p. 304

Immunize your mind, body and equipment against the
influences of the Wyld.

Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Accord of the Unbreakable Spirit
Core, p. 307

Allows the Solar to protect her followers from the negative
effects of the Wyld, diseases and exposure for one hour by

leading them in prayer, hymn, chants and so on.
Please refer to the book for this complex Charm.

Temptation-Resisting Stance
Core, p. 306

Raise Resolve slightly against all social influence which
would tempt the Solar to turn against her Ties or from her

Principles. Can stack with other Solars‘ activation of the
same Charm. Please refer the book.

Mind-Cleansing Prana
Core, p. 306

Following one hour of meditation, the Solar grants two
automatic successes or erases up to -2 in penalties

from certain Abilities.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Steel Heart Stance
Core, p. 306

After the Solar has been convinced to take a Major or
Defining course of action, this Charm allows him to

reject it once per story. 
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Righteous Lion Defense
Core, p. 307

The Solar selects a Defining Intimacy which becomes
nearly inviolable, making influence much more difficult

where it is concerned.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Strength from Conviction Stance
Miracles of the Solar Exalted, p. 13

Allows the Solar to cite something precious lost in defense
of a Principle she still holds in a decision point.

Please refer to the book for this complex Charm.

Watchful Eyes of Heaven
Core, p. 307

Automatically notice characters in line with your
Principles that are about to break them.

Please refer to the book for this complex Charm.

Unhesitating Dedication
Core, p. 309

After a character uses an instill action to diminish a
Defining Intimacy of the Solar, the Exalt may use this

Charm to negate successes on the roll or force re-rolls.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Invincible Solar Aegis
Core, p. 309

Channel power through a Principle not protected by the
prerequisite Charm. As long as it is uphelp, the Solar gains

one of various benefits.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Phoenix Renewal Tactic
Core, p. 307

If threatened by a warping, shaping or twisting effect
with no clear defense, this Charm allows a chance at it.

Please refer to the book for this complex Charm.

Clear Mind Disciple
Core, p. 306

Allows the Solar to complete the one-hour meditation
of the prerequisite Charm within a handful of seconds.

Energy Restoration Prana
Core, p. 306

With this Charm the Solar can rest for the benefits of a
full night‘s sleep in the time it takes him to meditate,

restoring Willpower and resetting other Charms that can be
used only once per day. Can be used only once per day.

Sun King Radiance
Core, p. 308

When the Solar succeeds at social influence or successfully
applies Resolve, any witness that is a follower or less

powerful than the Solar might be profoundly changed.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Soul-Nourishing Technique
Core, p. 308

Speak for an hour about a Defining Principle. Listeners
are fed as if the words were a nutritious meal and hydrate

them like water from a fresh spring. Grants the listeners
automatic knowledge of the Principle without read intention.

Eminent Paragon Approach
Core, p. 310

Once per story the Solar may enhance any action to
uphold, defend or act upon a Defining Principle.

ANy who witness it are automatically aware of the
Principle being defended without a read intentions action.

Divine Mantle
Core, p. 310

Enables the Solar to temporarily learn Charms of spirits
that represent the Principles the Solar embodies.
Please refer to the book for this complex Charm.

Righteous Soul Judgement
Core, p. 309

When the Solar is forced to act against a Defining
Principle or has his beliefs stripped down and mocked,

he may activate this Charm to ignore the cost
of three Charms to resist. Please refer the book.

Barque of Transcendent Vision
Core, p. 309

While using the prerequisite, the Solar cannot be
influenced socially, mentally or emotionally. When the

meditation ends, this effect also ends. The Solar can also
use Hardship-Surviving Medicant Spirit for free in this state.

Body-Restoring Benison
Core, p. 310

Restore damaged health levels when meditating using
Mind-Cleansing Meditation and defer the need to

eat and drink. After 8 hours this is considered to sate
her hunger and slake her thirst. Can meditate indefinitely.

Inviolable Essence-Merging
Core, p. 311

The Solar goes into a meditation in which he cannot be
harmed physically, though social influence is still possible.

Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Undying Solar Resolve
Core, p. 305

When successfully dodging an attack, the Solar forces
her opponent to loose one point of Initiative in addition

to any other loss already occuring due to failing the attack.

None or any 3 Bureaucracy,
Presence of War Charms

Any 5 Performance, Presence
or Socialize Charms

Invincible Solar Aegis

Empathic Aegis Discipline
Miracles of the Solar Exalted, p. 12

Deepen your connection to another character with
which you share a Defining Principle and have

a Major/Defining Tie towards.
Please refer to the book for this complex Charm.

Enduring Mental Toughness
Core, p. 303

The Solar may ignore wound, illness and crippling
penalties to her Resolve or Guile for one tick.

At higher Integrity and/or Essence ratings the Charm
can be repurchased for upgraded capabilities.

None or any 5 Presence,
Resistance or Socialize Charms

Destiny-Manifesting Method
Core, p. 304

When struck with a reality-shaping or fate-weaving attack,
the Solar may partly resist the effect.

Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Legend-Soul Revival
Core, p. 305

Effects broken with Destiny-Manifesting Method can
no longer affect the Solar beyond paltry damage or

small one-round penalties lasting no longer than
a single round.

Spirit-Maintaining Maneuver
Core, p. 305

When subject to any magic that tries to alter the mind
and/or will of the Solar, she can spend motes instead of

Willpower to resist.

Spirit-Tempering Practice
Core, p. 308

Spend motes to regain Willpower once per Scene.
Not useable in combat and may be reset under

certain conditions.

Transcendent Hero‘s Meditation
Core, p. 308

Break any control effect which takes has a grip on body,
mind or soul. Useable after the Solar has been forced

to take an action against one of her Intimacies.
Once per story. Please refer the book for this Charm.

Empowered Soul Technique
Core, p. 308

Once per day this Charm allows the Solar to increase
her Resolve at a rate of one mote per point with

her Integrity Excellency.

Ten Charms from any
one Ability

A personal „Thank You“ and dedication to all the people who helped make Exalted 3 a reality: John, Holden, Rich and all the others, from the developers to the playtesters. Props to you all.

Stubborn Boar Defense; or:
Any 8 social Charms

Temptation-Resisting Stance; or:
Any 6 Martial Arts Charms

Mind-Cleansing Prana; or:
Any 3 Martial Arts Charms

Barque of Transcendent Vision; or:
Any 5 Martial Arts Charms

Undying Solar Resolve; or:
Any 5 Athletics, Resistance or

Survival Charms

Soul-Nourishing Technique; or:
Any 5 Charms

Eminent Paragon Approach and
Invincible Solar Aegies; or: 

Any 15 Caste Charms

Stubborn Boar Defense; or:
Any 4 Archery, Brawl, Melee,

Thrown or War Charms

Integrity-Protecting Prana; or:
Any 3 Bureaucracy, Performance

or Socialize Charms

Steel Heart Stance; or:
Any 5 Charms that reflect the

Principle of being defended

Steel Heart Stance; or:
Any 5 Ability Charms

Righteous Lion Defense; or:
Any 6 Charms that reflect the

focal Principle

Spirit-Tempering Practice; or:
Any 5 Lore, Presence or

Socialize Charms
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Short Descriptor.
This does not contain full rules-text, but intends to confer

an at-a-glance info about this Charms capabilities.
Please refer to the book for full details.
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